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Abstract

In the space atmosphere, plasma with two electron components is very common. The cold species of electron (Te ∼ 1 eV)

usually originate in the ionosphere, while the hot electron species (Te ∼ 100 eV) appear from the magnetosphere. In addition

to these two electron species, there may be a beam of electrons streaming along the magnetic field lines. These electrons are

responsible for exciting various electrostatic wave modes. Several authors have investigated such a system in the recent past.

In this article, we revisit the problem and provide some more beam energy-based systemic insights.
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Key Points:8

• 1D-1V electrostatic Particle-In-Cell simulation has been used to investigate the9

evolution of electrostatic waves in an unmagnetized plasma.10

• There are three species of electrons in the system, with one streaming with a fi-11

nite drift velocity replicating the ionospheric conditions.12

• The streaming electrons are believed to be responsible for exciting various elec-13

trostatic wave modes in the plasma.14
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Abstract15

In the space atmosphere, plasma with two electron components is very common. The16

cold species of electron (Te ∼ 1 eV) usually originate in the ionosphere, while the hot17

electron species (Te ∼ 100 eV) appear from the magnetosphere. In addition to these18

two electron species, there may be a beam of electrons streaming along the magnetic field19

lines. These electrons are responsible for exciting various electrostatic wave modes. Sev-20

eral authors have investigated such a system in the recent past. In this article, we re-21

visit the problem and provide some more beam energy-based systemic insights.22

Plain Language Summary23

This paper deals with the electron dynamics and instabilities occurring in the iono-24

sphere. There are three electron components, namely the cold, hot, and beam electrons,25

with static background ions. It has been observed that the three-species electron inter-26

action gives rise to non-linear behavior in terms of sharing of kinetic energies among the27

species. The hot electrons are more responsive to the initial beam energy and drain the28

lion’s share of it. However, there are instances when the beam also gets back its share29

from the hot and the cold species. Broadband Electrostatic Noise (BEN) as observed in30

the space atmosphere, is often associated with the presence of multi species of electrons.31

Such phenomena are of critical importance for the exploration of the space. Thus, The32

results will certainly be beneficial for deeper understanding of the ionospheric phenom-33

ena.34

1 Introduction35

The Sun’s magnetic activity oscillates periodically (∼ 11 years) leading to solar ac-36

tivities such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections (Karak et al., 2018). The coro-37

nal mass brings with it a stream of highly energetic particles which travels roughly at38

a speed of 270 km/sec. The Earth’s magnetosphere is responsible for restricting major-39

ity of these particles from entering into the Earth’s neutral atmosphere. Besides, the so-40

lar ultraviolet radiation ionizes a portion of the Earth’s neutral atmosphere, and due to41

infrequent collisions resulting in slow recombination, a permanent ionized atmosphere42

is formed, which is known as the ionosphere. The Earth has its ionosphere beginning at43

around 60 km from the surface and extending up into the magnetosphere, which starts44

from around 500 km above the Earth’s surface (Cowley, 2007). The ionosphere act like45
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a sink for many highly energetic particles coming from the Sun. Therefore, most of the46

matter in the ionosphere is in the ionized state, in the form of plasma. However, binary47

collisions, which are common in most of the laboratory plasmas, are rare in ionospheric48

plasmas. Hence, such plasma is collisionless to a greater extent(Parks, 2019). Ionosphere49

is the home to many satellites including the GPS satellites. Being the first layer for the50

satellite signals, change in the ionospheric conditions have deep influence on the electro-51

magnetic waves used for navigation and communications (Sharifi & Farzaneh, 2016; Lan-52

gley, 2000).53

The study of the plasma environments in space, particularly those of the Earth,54

Mars, and the Jovian atmospheres, has gained wide popularity in recent times(Garrett55

et al., 2016; Russell, 2010). The knowledge of the electrodynamics phenomena happen-56

ing in the Earth’s atmosphere exemplifies similar dynamics in other planetary systems57

as well. The Earth’s ionosphere is further responsible for the Broadband Electrostatic58

Noise (BEN), that are high and low frequency electrostatic fluctuations (S. Singh et al.,59

2009). The magnetic field aligned electron beams act as the free energy sources in the60

polar cusp region of the Earth. These beam electrons along with a coexisting source of61

hot and cold electrons may explain the Broadband Electrostatic Noise (Lu et al., 2005;62

S. Singh et al., 2009; Lin et al., 1984; Tokar & Gary, 1984). Therefore, this paper has63

the motivation to demonstrate and discuss the electrostatic wave phenomena happen-64

ing in the Earth’s upper atmosphere.65

There are many papers that discuss the phase space and bipolar electric field struc-66

tures appearing in the ionosphere especially on the basis of the FAST satellite observa-67

tions (Goldman et al., 2000; Crary et al., 2001; Newman et al., 2001). The bipolar elec-68

tric field structures are associated with the two stream instabilities and appear when the69

instability saturates. The non-linear evolution of such instabilities give rise to the phase70

space holes.71

Our concern in this paper is the interaction among the electron population of three72

different types, namely the hot, cold, and beam electrons available in the ionosphere. The73

cold species originate in the ionosphere, while the hot electrons often appear from the74

magnetosphere. Besides, a stream of energetic electrons, low in density, may appear fol-75

lowing the magnetic field lines and disturb the coexisting system of the hot and cold elec-76

trons. Such beams act like free energy sources triggering streaming instabilities in the77
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plasma, which was brought to light by Bohm and Gross (1949). The appearance of bipo-78

lar field structures and phase space holes in such a system has been observed by Lu et79

al. (2005). We investigate the phase space for similar appearance along with the mode80

of energy transfer in the light of Particle-In-Cell simulation.81

A good insight into the physics of beam-plasma interactions could be manifested82

largely via particle simulations. Kinetic studies enable us to explore the enriching physics83

of beam-plasma systems that are relevant to the ionospheric environment. For example,84

Dum (1990) had shown, for a relatively colder beam, primarily, the beam mode is ex-85

cited with a growth rate slightly below the plasma frequency. A transition from reac-86

tive to kinetic instability is caused by the broadening of the beam, where the drift en-87

ergy of the beam is gradually lost to the electric field. This, in turn, excites wave modes88

of larger wave numbers. Since various oscillatory modes can be present in a beam-plasma89

system, the wave-wave interaction processes also have a vital role to play. A forward prop-90

agating beam-excited Langmuir wave can merge with an existing ion acoustic mode and91

consequently generate a backward propagating ion-acoustic wave (Kasaba et al., 2001).92

This process is responsible for the transfer of energy from one Langmuir wave to another93

via wave-wave coupling and is thought to be the initial step of type III radio emission94

(Ginzburg & Zhelezniakov, 1958). In a Vlasov-Poisson simulation of the solar wind, Henri95

et al. (2010) have shown that the electrostatic decay of beam-driven Langmuir waves is96

possible when ion temperature is close to the electron temperature. Such energy trans-97

fer processes from one mode/species to another are key to many physical observations.98

In this regard, an important finding has been reported by An et al. (2017). In a PIC sim-99

ulation study, they have shown that in the presence of a magnetic field, for a gyrating100

field-aligned electron beam, the energy transfer rate is faster between the electron beam101

and electrostatic waves, resulting in the suppression of the whistler instability by the elec-102

trostatic instability. Furthermore, Chakrabarti and Sengupta (2009) have highlighted103

the nonlinear interaction of the electron acoustic and electron plasma waves. Keeping104

in mind the possibilities of these dynamic phenomena, the concern in the present paper105

has been kept to understand the mode of energy transfer among the particles and an-106

alyze their phase space during the interaction.107

In the following, section II deals with the simulation model, section III deals with108

the results, and finally, the paper has been concluded in section IV.109
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2 Simulation Model110

There are three components of electrons in the model. Ions being massive and non-

responsive to the fast oscillating electric fields of electrons, are considered to form a neu-

tral background. The total unperturbed electron density is ne0 = nc0+nh0+nb0 where,

nc0, nh0 and nb0 denote the unperturbed density of the cold, hot and beam electrons re-

spectively. The plasma frequency of the jth species is written as

ωpj =

(
nj0e

2

meϵ0

) 1
2

(1)

The Debye length of the jth species is given by:

λDj =

(
ϵ0Tj

nj0e2

) 1
2

(2)

The analytical expressions for the dispersion relations corresponding to the elec-111

tron acoustic wave, electron plasma wave, and electron beam wave, respectively are given112

by (Koen et al., 2012)113

ω2 = ω2
pc

(
1 + 3k2λ2

Dc

1 + 1/k2λ2
Dh

)
(3)

ω2 = ω2
pc

(
1 + 3k2λ2

Dc

)
+ ω2

ph

(
1 + 3k2λ2

Dh

)
(4)

ω =
kud

1 + nb/ne0
≈ kud (5)

The Particle-In-Cell code “SPIC (PIC for Space Plasmas)1” has been developed114

to study the system under consideration. SPIC is a one-dimensional electrostatic code115

with periodic boundary conditions. The creation of one’s own code is thought to offer116

more implementation control and flexibility. The code can be expanded to implement117

any further requirement. The code considers the electrons and ions as raw simulation118

particles, and initial velocity distribution has been sampled out of a Maxwellian distri-119

bution for all the species. However, the beam electrons have a streaming speed, in ad-120

dition to their Maxwellian component. The system under consideration is collisionless121

with no ambient magnetic field. The code has been fully normalized with the following122

normalization scheme.123

t′ = wpt, where ωp is the total electron plasma frequency and ‘t’ is time124

1 https://github.com/rakeshmoulick/SPIC
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x′ = x/λD where, λD is the characteristic Debye length corresponding to the tem-

perature of the cold electrons (Tec) and the total equilibrium density n0. Thus,

λD =

(
ϵ0Tec

n0e2

) 1
2

(6)

υ′ = υ/υTc = υ/(ωpcλDc) where, υTc is the thermal velocity of the cold electron125

species.126

ϕ′ = eϕ/Tec where, Tec is the cold electron temperature and127

E′ =
(

e
meω2

pλD

)
E128

The governing equations of the system (to be simulated via Particle-In-Cell), thus,129

become:130

d2ϕ′

dx′2 = − (Ni −Nec −Neh −Neb) (7)

E′ = −
(

Tec

meω2
pλ

2
D

)
dϕ′

dx′ (8)

υ′ =
( q

m

)(
Tec

e

)(
1

ωpωpcλDλDc

)
E′t′ (9)

x =

(
ωpc

ωp

)(
λDc

λD

)
υ′t′ (10)

2.1 Simulation Setup131

We consider a one-dimensional simulation domain that has been divided into 1024132

cells, the size of each cell being equal to λD. The cell spacing in the normalized unit stands133

for unity. The time step has been considered as 0.01ω−1
pe . All densities have been nor-134

malized by the cold electron density and velocities are expressed in the units of the ther-135

mal velocity of the cold electrons. There are 5 million pseudo-particles launched for each136

species of electrons. The code has been written using the parsing utility ”ini-parser”, which137

splits the input variables into an ”input.ini” file. Python scripts (can be found in the afore-138

mentioned GitHub repository) were used to post-process the data.139
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2.2 Discretization and Charge Density Calculation140

The one-dimensional Poisson’s equation is discretized as follows (Changmai & Bora,

2019; Birdsall & Langdon, 2004; Brieda, 2019):

ϕi−1 − 2ϕi + ϕi+1

∆x2
=

ρi
ϵ0

The subscript ”i” denote the value of the concerned physical quantity at the middle of

the cell. Consequently, the electric field is given as follows:

Ei = −ϕi+1 − ϕi

∆x

The charge density at the grid location is calculated from the particle position using the

standard method of scattering.

ρ =

N∑
j=1

= qjnj

Where, qj and nj are the charge and number density of the species ”j”.141

The Poisson’s solver which solves for the plasma potential in the domain has been142

implemented via direct and Gauss-Seidel methods. However, for fast execution, use of143

a direct solver is suggested.144

3 Results and Discussion145

We investigate several distinct cases as shown in Table 1. The results are depicted146

for a wide range of beam speed. Additionally, Run-8 has the hot electron population in-147

creased by 10 times than the cold electrons. Other parameters are relevant to the up-148

per ionospheric region. It is possible to see that the ionospheric parameters change, de-149

pending on the solar activity by comparing the IRI (International Reference Ionosphere,150

n.d.) and Solar Progression Cycle (Space Weather Prediction Center SOLAR CYCLE151

PROGRESSION , n.d.) data. For example, Fig 1 shows the electron density and tem-152

perature profiles on the 1st February 2014 and 2020 at 77.8750°N, 20.9752°E (Svalbard).153

This chosen coordinate is reasonably at high latitude and the Earth’s magnetic field lines154

are parallel to the particle flow direction. The observed deviation of the parameters in155

Fig 1 is primarily due to the Sun’s activity, which is higher in 2014 than it is in 2020.156

Usually, there are two distinct populations of electrons in the ionosphere (Marif & Lilen-157

sten, 2020). The first ones are the ambient thermal electrons, whose temperature is on158

the order of electron volts or even less than that. The second is the population of high159

energetic electrons having temperature on the order of several kilo electron volts. The160
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high energetic electrons originate due to two main reasons. First, due to the photo-ionization161

by Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) radiation, and second, due to Energetic Electron Pre-162

cipitation (EEP). Originally, the precipitated electrons appear from the solar wind and163

solar flares. It is important to note that the solar flare electrons are potentially highly164

energetic, typically, 10 − 20 million K in temperature, which, may become as high as165

100 million K (Holman & Benedict, n.d.). Furthermore, during geomagnetic storms, the166

magnetosphere and the ionosphere can become strongly coupled and in such a case, the167

precipitating electrons can reflect back to the magnetosphere. This, in turn, influences168

the total precipitating flux in the upper ionosphere (about 800 km) (Khazanov et al.,169

2019).170

Figure 1: Plot of the electron density and temperature profiles on 1st Feb 2014 and 2020

at Svalbard (77.8750°N, 20.9752°E).

In this article, the cold electron temperature has been maintained at 1eV (∼ 11600K)171

(Slight variation with the actual data should not disturb the physical aspect of our point172

of interest). More details on the ionospheric electron temperature are available at (Dalgarno173

et al., 1963). We maintain the hot electron temperature at 100eV (∼ 1160452.5K). In174

addition, the system contains beam electrons, which enter the system by following the175
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magnetic field lines. We assume the system to be in a state, such that, the hot and the176

cold electrons are not in thermal equilibrium with each other.

Table 1: Simulation parameters for various runs.

Run α = nh0/nc0 β = nb0/nc0 θ = Th/Tc ϕ = Th/Tb υd = ud/υTc

1 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 15

2 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 20

3 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 25

4 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 35

5 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 40

6 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 45

7 1.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 80

8 10.0 0.04 100.0 100.0 40

177

Fig 2 shows the plot of the kinetic energy at various time instances for a low beam178

energy (υd = 20, where, υd = ud/υTc). The plot shows the drainage of kinetic energy179

from the beam to the hot and cold electron species respectively. While the kinetic en-180

ergies of the hot and the cold species increase, a steadiness is set approximately beyond181

ωpet = 250. Fig 3 shows the corresponding dispersion graph of the system. There are182

three modes that are supposed to be excited in the presence of a beam (Lu et al., 2005;183

Koen et al., 2012). Out of these, the Langmuir mode or the electron plasma wave is seen184

to be excited along with the electron acoustic mode. The modes are well-matched with185

the analytical curves. However, the beam mode represented by the solid line is almost186

indistinguishable in the dispersion plot.187

Fig 4 shows the kinetic energy plot of the three electronic systems at relatively high188

beam energy (υd = 80). It is interesting to observe that although there is a dissipation189

of the beam energy to the hot and cold electron species, the beam again receives back190

a portion of energy from the hot and the cold species. Thus, in two consecutive instances,191

there is a bi-directional exchange of energy occurring between the beam and the other192
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Figure 2: Plot of the kinetic energy (in normalized units) for υd = 20.

Figure 3: Dispersion relation of the resulting system for υd = 20. ζ represents the FFT

amplitude of the normalized electric field.
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Figure 4: Plot of the kinetic energy (in normalized units) for υd = 80.

Figure 5: Dispersion relation of the resulting system for υd = 80. ζ represents the FFT

amplitude of the normalized electric field.
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Figure 6: Percentage of the beam kinetic energy retrieval at different values of υd.

two species. The dispersion plot of the resulting system is shown in Fig 5. At such high193

beam energy, the beam mode is prominent unlike the case of low beam energy. Along-194

side this, the Langmuir mode and the electron acoustic modes are also observed. An im-195

portant point to notice here is that the electron acoustic mode is more damped as com-196

pared to the previous case. In general, if the beam streaming speed is below the ther-197

mal speed of the hot electrons, the beam mode vanishes. However, above this limiting198

speed of the beam, the electron acoustic mode is amplified with a reduction in the beam199

energy (Gary & Tokar, 1985; Lu et al., 2005). In Fig 5, the beam energy is more, and200

hence, the electron acoustic mode is damped. The dispersion plot also captures the higher201

harmonics of the electron plasma wave and the electron acoustic wave.202

At this point, it is important that we investigate the percentage retrieval of the beam203

kinetic energy and show the variation with υd. By percentage retrieval we mean, the amount204

of energy retrieved by the beam from the background electrons at the instant of high-205

est recovery (e.g. for υd = 80, ωpet = 50 approximately). Fig 6 shows the overall per-206

centage of the beam kinetic energy retrieval (∆KEB(%)) at different values of the pa-207

rameter υd. We observe an interesting trend with a sharp rise in the energy retrieval from208
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Figure 7: Dispersion relation corresponding to Run-8. ζ represents the FFT amplitude of

the normalized electric field.

υd = 35 to υd = 60. Overall, the energy retrieval process seems to be non-linear with209

respect to the initial beam energy.210

Fig 7 and Fig 8 shows the dispersion graph and the kinetic energy profiles of the211

three electron system respectively for α = 10 (Run-8). In this case, the hot electron212

population is 10 times greater than the cold electron population. We observe a good com-213

parison of the numerical and analytical expressions in the dispersion relation. We fur-214

ther investigate into the sum total of potential and kinetic energy of the system. Fig 9215

shows the total energy evolution of the system at υd = 20. We observe, the potential216

and kinetic energy evolve opposite of each other, thereby keeping a constant total en-217

ergy. This in turn, shows the conservation of energy in the system. For all other higher218

values of the parameter υd, we observe a constant total energy. The electrostatic poten-219

tial energy has been calculated using U = ϵ0
2

∫
v
E2dv, where, dv is a small element of220

volume. Fig 10 and fig 11 shows the contribution of the cold and hot electrons on the221

electron acoustic wave for υd = 20. While the acoustic character due to the cold group222

of electrons is prominent at moderately high value of the wave number, the hot electrons223

are responsible for the same at low wave number. Fig 12 and fig 13 shows the phase224
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Figure 8: Plot of the Kinetic Energy (in normalized unit) for Run-8.

Figure 9: Plot of the total Energy (in normalized unit) for υd = 20. Here, PE stands for

the potential energy, KE for kinetic energy and TE implies the total energy of the system.
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Figure 10: Density fluctuation FFT (∆nc) of the cold electrons at υd = 20.

Figure 11: Density fluctuation FFT (∆nh) of the hot electrons at υd = 20.
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Figure 12: Phase space plot at υd = 20 for ωpet = 100.
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Figure 13: Phase space plot at υd = 20 for ωpet = 1500.
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Figure 14: Phase space plot at υd = 60 for ωpet = 100.
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Figure 15: Phase space plot at υd = 60 for ωpet = 1500.
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space plot of the beam, cold and hot electrons at two different instances (ωpet = 100225

and ωpet = 1500) respectively for υd = 20. While the first one shows the onset of in-226

stability, the second one is saturated. It can easily be observed (12) that the hot elec-227

tron vortices have smaller spread in velocity, however, approximately the same spatial228

size as the beam electrons . The beam has an overall positive velocity distribution. We229

consider the positive x-direction to be the motion of the beam. As the beam progresses,230

the hot electrons traveling in the same direction are highly disturbed. The magnitude231

of the disturbance on the cold electrons is relatively weak; however, it happens in a bi-232

directional way. Therefore, very weak vortex formation is observed for both positive and233

negative velocities. Once the instabilities are saturated, many vortices are merged to-234

gether in the beam, and we observe two major holes in the phase space (13). Similar struc-235

tures were also observed in the simulation results of Lu et al. (2005). These are often known236

as the Bernstein-Green-Kruskal (BGK) electron holes. Experimentally, these correspond237

to the solitary potential structures, which move at a speed much greater than the ion238

acoustic speed. An analysis of such phase space holes have been presented in Muschietti239

et al. (1999). The fact that electron beams are responsible for the generation of electro-240

static solitary waves has been reported in (Omura et al., 1996), via a one-dimensional241

PIC simulation of two electron beams and an ion beam traveling along the static mag-242

netic field. More such simulations in two and three dimensions are available in the lit-243

erature (Jao & Hau, 2016; Miyake et al., 1998, 2000; N. Singh et al., 2000). Fig 14 and244

fig 15 on the other hand shows the phase space at those two instances for higher beam245

velocity υd = 60. With higher beam speed, hot electrons are seen to form stronger vor-246

tices, while, the disturbance in the cold electrons become prominent. In addition, the247

vortex size of the beam is also enhanced. The correlation between the spatial sizes of the248

hot and beam electron vortices is in fact intriguing to examine.249

4 Conclusion250

The paper aims at understanding electron dynamics and its effects on the Earth’s251

ionosphere. The region is rich in non-linear dynamic phenomena. Mutual interactions252

of the hot and cold electrons in the presence of a beam has portrayed several interest-253

ing facts. The following are some of the critical observations:254

1. It has been observed that the kinetic energy plays an important role. Usually, there255

is a dominant energy transfer from the beam to the other species of electrons, how-256
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ever, at high beam energies, a portion of the energy is instantaneously regained257

by the beam from the other electron species. This retrieval is non-linearly related258

to the initial beam energy, although, we see a sharp and almost linear transition259

from υd = 35 to υd = 60.260

2. The cold electrons are observed to be affected bidirectionally by the presence of261

the beam, while the hot electron has a unidirectional effect. Furthermore, the hot262

electrons respond more to the presence of the beam and are heavily disturbed. The263

spatial vortex sizes of the beam and hot electrons are highly correlated.264

3. Although both cold and hot electrons participate towards the acoustic behaviour265

of the electrons, the cold electrons contribute at moderate wave number (k), whereas,266

the hot electrons contribute at lower values of the wave number.267
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